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Purpose and Benefit of Exchange Portfolios 
Common within the print community and among many publishers and collectors, print 
portfolios serve to utilize the original concepts of printmaking, which are to perform and 
facilitate mass information exchange. With technology swiftly moving forward, these 
exchanges which utilize traditional printmaking processes, have become primarily for fine art 
purposes, ideal for groups who share common interests, for the furthering of conceptual 
research, and/or fundraising campaigns. 


Affordability and the arts is a frequent conversation. Many artists who do not use printmaking 
as a primary interest, will work with an editioning studio to produce multiple prints, for multiple 
selling opportunities, opposed to one singular artwork. A collection of five artists making 
screenprints may be more affordable than a single painting from one of those artists. An 
extreme and recent example of this is the Tate Modern’s 21 Years Print Portfolio, a collection of 
8 limited edition prints priced at $60000, seen here: https://www.countereditions.com/us/
tate-21years-print-portfolio-2021.html?___store=us&___from_store=default  A sentimental and 
personal favorite is the London portfolio from 1992, featuring eleven London based artists and 
published by Paragon Press: http://visualarts.britishcouncil.org/collection/portfolios/the-
london-portfolio  This portfolio was compiled during the earlier years of some of the artists’ 
careers and the value has since exponentially increased.


Within the text about each of the below unique portfolios, the focus will be on the journey of 
creation and the individual successes within them, opposed to the processes used to create 
the artworks. Each chosen portfolio is thematic (aside from he archive), and contains excitingly 
unique interpretations of what was asked of them. Conversation will develop regarding the 
artworks as a whole versus unique artworks within the portfolios. Are they strong enough on 
their own or do they need the support of the prints around them?


3 Selected Portfolios* 
 
1) Threshold - IPEP India (International Print Exchange Programme) 
39 global artists, various printmaking techniques 
https://www.ipepindia.com/ 
Curator: Nicholas Ruth 
Writers: Miranda Metcalf / Rahul Kumar 
 
Portfolio Statement 
“A threshold is a space of transition, a passage from one place into another. To think of a 
threshold is to think of movement, of leaving something behind and engaging something new. 
And yet, a threshold is also a space unto itself. To connect here to there, it must have its own 
structure, whether defined through distance and time, states of mind, or social conditions.

During this period of global tragedy and struggle we exist in and on a threshold. But what is the 
nature of the threshold, and what lies beyond it? The Covid-19 pandemic continues to wreak 
havoc on our families and societies, further complicating reckonings with structural inequities 
and the resurgence of long-standing regional conflicts. Though challenges surround us, some 
bonds between us deepen and hope persists. This in-between place may be a kind of 
confinement and stasis, or it may be the cusp of freedom and progress. 

https://www.countereditions.com/us/tate-21years-print-portfolio-2021.html?___store=us&___from_store=default
https://www.countereditions.com/us/tate-21years-print-portfolio-2021.html?___store=us&___from_store=default
https://www.countereditions.com/us/tate-21years-print-portfolio-2021.html?___store=us&___from_store=default
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Printmakers have a celebrated history of shining light on the urgencies of each time and place. 
Each print itself is a kind of threshold, a portal through which new ideas and feelings can be 
shared and explored. Because it is built on traditions involving the economical production and 
mass distribution of the multiple, printmaking has profoundly facilitated the wide dissemination 
of image and text. IPEP India extends this tradition by gathering the work of artists from across 
the world, and inviting each artist to share the portfolio within their communities. In this way, it 
is possible for us to stand in the thresholds envisioned by artists from places very different 
from our own, to recognize what connects and separates us, to revel in beautiful expressions 
of human experience, and to build compassion as a result. 

The 2021 IPEP India exchange portfolio offers this invitation to consider the notion of the 
threshold in all of its interpretations, so that we may continue the critical work of creatively 
responding to being where we are and considering where we will go.” - Nicholas Ruth

 
2) Layered Concepts in Screenprint 
36 students, screenprints 
A current work in progress from the screenprint unit of the 2D Media Studies students. 
Students were asked to carry through a concept through the course to produce a cohesive and 
fully research body of work, opposed to various individual ideas. Prints will contain 3+ layers 
focusing on a color harmony, a digital / photographic layer, a basic shape(s), and a hand drawn 
element. This portfolio features the entire first-year student cohort.  
 
3) Winthrop Department of Fine Arts Print Archive 
Various students / faculty, various processes 
Only a small fraction of previously shown prints from portfolios dating back to the early 1980s 
have been displayed recently. I would like to highlight and feature alumni and faculty from 
previous years who I often use as prime examples in my courses. These prints are the visual 
cues and inspiration for our current students. Of the thousands available, I propose to 
potentially categorize them by process, as to provide yet another visual cue to the possibilities 
of the various mediums, while not duplicating any from the Fall 2021 Print in the Expanded 
Field exhibition. 
 
*one of these portfolio may be substituted for a current work in progress (looming deadline), 
which is an international portfolio exchange focusing on technical processes, the power of 
print, and beyond DIY screenprint culture. This portfolio will also be exhibited at the Mid-
America Print Council (MAPC) 2022 conference at Kent State University. 
https://midamericaprintcouncil.org/


Gallery Layout  
A saturation of grids, sectioned into 3-4 wall areas, based on each portfolio. The portfolios will 
not be broken up as to not defeat the purpose of a group project. Confronting the traditional 
display options for works on paper will be discussed. Contemporary prints will benefit from 
varying and unique heights, while others will need more intimate and lower placement. In order 
to saturate the walls with imagery, the fine line will be explored between over saturation and 
visually comprehendible quantities. The work needs to be read as groupings as well as unique 
works within.


From each portfolio, one prime example will be digitized and sublimated onto a long run of 
fabric (floor to ceiling, roughly 36” wide), in order to extend the space but also to zoom in on 
technical intricate details which often go unnoticed within printmaking. These detail shots will 
encourage viewers to give time and consideration to the single works within the larger masses 

https://midamericaprintcouncil.org/


and also assist with breaking up the monotony of a room filled with structured grids. Exhibition 
title and further statements could appear nearby this focal section.


The central gallery space should remain empty and darkened to allow illumination to the 
perimeter walls only. Non-distracting seating such as black or white benches would be an ideal 
addition if available.


Funding Sources and Support 
SpringsCreative (fabric sublimation) 
Department of Fine Arts (vinyl) 
Hands (2D Media Studies students)


Additional support proposal: 
The IPEP India Portfolio may be sold as affordable, individual prints. I would like to further 
discuss the possibility of utilizing Marketplace to sell each for $50 as a fundraiser for 
desperately needed supplies and equipment within the printmaking studio. Works can be 
collected at the end of the exhibition and can be indicated as ‘sold’ with the enticing red dot 
gallery system. I am happy to drop off the portfolio for advanced viewing.


Thank you for the consideration.


Myles Calvert 


